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Outline of kitchen below

Sun tunnel pipe, running
between ceiling and roof, behind
existing dwarf walls.

Sun tunnel pipe, running
between ceiling and roof, behind
existing dwarf walls.

Velux ceiling diffuser in kitchen ceiling,
on the centre line

Clement 3 roof light above, to
mezzanine level

Installation bat

Velux TWF integrated flashing

Tiling batten

Existing slates
Velux drainage

VCL wrapped to be continuous

Existing rafters

Existing principle rafters/roof truss,
behind sun tunnel and unaltered

Existing truss structure unaltered

Existing historic ceiling joist, with
insulation between joists

Existing modern plasterboard ceiling to
kitchen. Make good.

Sun tunnel (between joists)

Existing modern ceiling joist, from
previously consented alterations, with
insulation between joists

Sun tunnel joints sealed with Velux
silver-tape

Sun tunnel joints sealed with Velux
silver-tape

Rigid pipe with additional elbows and
extensions

Mineral wool insulation around tunnel

Pitched roof, notional section line, over
dwarf wall

DETAIL SECTION
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(VOID IN ROOF BEHIND DWARF WALL,
CONNECTED TO LOFT SPACE)

Partition wall between kitchen and living
room on the ground floor

EXISTING UNDEVELOPED
LOFT SPACE
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